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"CHOOSE TO STUDY WHAT YOU
LOVE - AS YOUR PASSION IS
REFLECTED IN YOUR GRADES."
EDUCATION: BA (HONS) MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION WITH FILM AND
VISUAL CULTURE / A-LEVELS: PHOTOGRAPHY & MEDIASTUDIES
LOCATION: LIVERPOOL HOPE UNIVERSITY / FRANCES BARDSLEY SCHOOL
CURRENT POSITION: TRAINEE TEACHER
LOCATION: FRANCES BARDSLEY ACADEMY FOR GIRLS, ROMFORD
Q Did your creative education help
towards your current career?
A My creative education has helped
towards my career in a variety of
ways. It has mainly taught me how to
be creative in all diciplines and to
incorporate creativity in most things
I do.
Q Do you feel at an advantage for
studying a creative subject?
A I do feel I am at an advantage for
studying a creative subject as it has
helped me to view things in a new
way, also it has showed me how to
analyse aspects of work in detail.
Q How did you find out about
opportunities in your interested
field?
A I spoke to teachers about their
friends who work in the media and
gained
some
work
experience
through that, and through them
connections
they
branched
out
further.
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Q Knowing what you know now,
what advice would you give to
your younger self?
A Choose to study what you love as your passion is reflected in your
grades.
Q All career paths require self
determination and hard work, how
did you navigate this?
A I am always determined to
achieve the best i can and i
navigated
this
through
strict
routines but also giving time to
myself to do the things that i enjoy
outside of study.
Q Why do you think creatives are
important in society?
A Creatives are very important in
society - this was especially
highlighted during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Q What is the best thing about
being a creative?
A Belonging to a community and
having a way to express yourself.
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